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Our Mission
Conserve and restore
Arboretum lands, advance
restoration ecology, and foster
the land ethic.

Our Vision
The Arboretum is a global
source of knowledge of and a
model for restoring ecologically sustainable relationships
between people and the
land through integrative,
innovative, and collaborative
approaches in science, stewardship, education and public
engagement.

Land Acknowledgement
The University of Wisconsin–Madison and UW Arboretum
occupy ancestral Ho-Chunk land, a place their nation has called
Teejop (day-JOPE) since time immemorial. In an 1832 treaty, the
Ho-Chunk were forced to cede this territory. Decades of ethnic
cleansing followed when both the federal and state government
repeatedly, but unsuccessfully, sought to forcibly remove the
Ho-Chunk from Wisconsin. This history of colonization informs
our shared future of collaboration and innovation. Today, the
Arboretum and UW–Madison respect the inherent sovereignty
of the Ho-Chunk Nation, along with the eleven other First
Nations of Wisconsin.

Our Desired Impact
Engaged communities
fostering healthy and
diverse landscapes.

The natural rhythm of life at the Arboretum beats on. . . .
And all one needs to do to feel that rhythm is to make that
turn, either from Mills Street or Seminole Highway, into the
Arboretum where the tree canopies begin. Within seconds,
although less than 300 feet from the city, the light drops,
the shadows descend, the noise subsides, the quiet envelops.
Photos:
Front cover, top: Robert Jaeger;
bottom: Jeff Miller/UW–Madison.
Above: Robert Jaeger

—Frank Court, Pioneers of Ecological Restoration: The
People and the Legacy of the University of Wisconsin
Arboretum
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From the Director

C

reating a strategic plan for an entity as complex as the
Arboretum is a challenge. Our process focused on our ties
to communities in Madison and beyond. It acknowledged
connections to the past, exemplified in the 2021 designation
of the Arboretum as a National Historic Landmark, and considered the
impacts we seek for the future. We engaged the community in many
ways: through a visitor survey filled out by hundreds of people; by
conducting focus groups that included Arboretum volunteers and
naturalists, leaders of community organizations, and University of
Wisconsin–Madison faculty and staff; and in consultation with the
Friends of the Arboretum board, the Arboretum Committee, and our
staff. Using this input, staff created and refined an overarching impact
statement to guide planning and future work.

Photo: Jeff Miller/UW–Madison

Because we are just beginning
to realize that along with the
intentional and necessary
changes in the soil and its
flora and fauna, we have also
induced unintentional and
unnecessary changes which
threaten to undermine the
future capacity of the soil to
support our civilization.
—Aldo Leopold, University of
Wisconsin Arboretum dedication speech, June 17, 1934

We seek to create and support engaged communities
fostering healthy and diverse landscapes.
The Arboretum is many things to many people. At its most basic, it
comprises 1,200 acres of prairies, savannas, forests, wetlands, and
gardens in Madison, and just over 500 acres of land across 11 properties located throughout Wisconsin. In his 1934 dedication speech, Aldo
Leopold said the Arboretum would be a benchmark “in the long and
laborious job of building a permanent and mutually beneficial relationship” between people and the land.
The Arboretum is a multidisciplinary research center under the
UW–Madison Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Graduate
Education, and we contribute to the research, educational, and outreach goals of the University.
For many people, “the Arb” is a peaceful respite from the hustle and
bustle of the city, or a beautiful setting for exercise on foot, bicycle,
or cross-country skis. For others, it is a place to learn—during public
talks, field trips, guided walks, and summer camps. The Arboretum is
also the birthplace of ecological restoration—home of the first restored
prairie in the world and key in the origin of an entire field of academic
research and land management.
The Arboretum’s influence extends well beyond our geographic
boundaries. Through activities on the land, we work to foster action
and a cultural ethos that promote landscape conservation and restoration. Many others who learned here have carried that ethos
throughout Dane County, Wisconsin, and the world. Arboretum staff
and volunteers are part of a long line of stewards, reaching back to the
visionaries whose hard work established this resource and forward to
the next generation we help train.
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Through priority programs, core strategies, and the essential conditions they enable, our goal is a world where people engage in
conserving, restoring, and caring for healthy landscapes that support
diverse life and perform important ecological functions. By amplifying
the Arboretum’s mission and empowering diverse communities with
the understanding, practices, tools, and ethics of stewardship, we
strive to achieve this goal.
The strategic plan was finalized in 2020. We thank everyone who
contributed to this process, especially Meg Domroese of Gathering
Waters and Rich Beilfuss of the International Crane Foundation, who
shared their strategic planning experiences; Lori Scroggs from the
UW–Madison Office of Strategic Consulting; and the many focus group
participants and survey respondents.
—Karen Oberhauser, Director, UW–Madison Arboretum

Photo: Robert Jaeger
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Executive Summary
This strategic plan was created
and approved by Arboretum
staff in consultation with the
Arboretum Committee, and
advisory group of UW–Madison
faculty and staff, a student representative, and an Arboretum
staff representative. While the
Arboretum’s mission remains
unchanged—conserve and restore
Arboretum lands, advance restoration ecology, and foster the land
ethic—this plan focuses on identifying our desired impact in the
world and laying out the strategic
path we must follow to enable and
arrive at that impact. This path,
in turn, will help us set priorities
and identify resources we need to
be effective.
Early in the planning process, we
identified the long-term impact
that we, as an organization, seek
to achieve: engaged communities fostering healthy and
diverse landscapes. In order
to realize this broad impact, we
determined that five essential
conditions must exist.
• A growing diverse
network of informed,
inspired community
members who advocate for,
benefit from, contribute to,
and extend the Arboretum’s
work.
• Arboretum places and
management practices
that serve as models and
testing grounds for conserving, restoring, and caring
for land.
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• Science-based knowledge
and expertise in ecological
restoration, conservation,
land management, and social
sciences, developed through
Arboretum, University, and
community collaborations.
• Highly qualified collaborative staff working in an
inclusive culture that values
responsive, reflective practice
and personal and organizational development.
• Reliable funding and
other resources sufficient
to promote the Arboretum
mission and support strategic staff and programmatic
capacity.
Next, we identified cross-cutting
core strategies that achieve
and sustain these five essential
conditions.
• Prioritize pressing issues
of ecological systems,
land care, restoration,
and environmental education to reflect the reality of
our changing world.
• Use innovative and
adaptive science-based
approaches to ecological
restoration, land management,
ecological monitoring, educational programming, and
communication.
• Create and support
engagement opportunities to include a diversity of
people.

• Design, implement, evaluate, and responsively
revise projects, programs,
and approaches to extend
our reach and improve
effectiveness.
• Consistently communicate goals and work with
staff, partners, stakeholders,
other UW units, and the
public.
• Support an inclusive
culture of personal learning,
growth, and organizational
development that serves our
mission, the University, and
the Wisconsin Idea.
Finally, we identified priority
programs to guide our work as we
implement cross-cutting strategies. Each of these programs will
be addressed through specific
strategic initiatives that, together,
will drive the everyday work of
staff and volunteers.
• Restore and conserve
Arboretum land. We will
employ innovative, adaptive,
science-based approaches
to restore and conserve the
lands. This will require planning, study, monitoring, and
management of ecological
communities, collections, and
gardens.
• Foster lifelong learning
about the environment. To
reach diverse audiences of all
ages, we will create and support innovative, science-based
educational programming
to address the realities of a

changing world. Our teaching
and outreach will target broad
audiences at the Arboretum
and in the community.
• Conduct and support
applied ecological
research. We will prioritize
research that addresses the
understanding, restoration,
and management of ecological
systems, as well as questions
that relate to innovative and
effective environmental education. We will use what we
learn to inform land management and guide educational
programming and outreach.
• Engage volunteers wisely
in research, education,
land care, and operational
support roles. We will
support and further develop
meaningful on-mission opportunities for volunteers of all
ages.
• Convene learning hubs for
professionals, building
connections with campus
and other resources. To
serve as a bridge between
research and practice, we
will develop, convene, and
host professional groups in
areas such as land care, environmental education, and
citizen science. These forums
will support communication,
engagement, program design,
and inclusive learning. We will
sustain and strengthen existing collaborative initiatives
and identify and develop new
ones.

• Provide a welcoming
and informative visitor
experience. We will strive
to provide a welcoming environment for all through varied
communications and innovative programming that include
effective signage, wayfinding,
interpretation, safety, visitor
services, and accessibility.
• Engage diverse audiences.
We will embrace social equity
and intentional inclusivity in
everything we do, and foster
connections to the land among
all audiences.
• Provide a supportive work
environment for all staff.
We will commit to supporting
our high-quality staff through
professional development and
a healthy work environment
that supports professional
excellence and job satisfaction.
This includes promoting and
cultivating a work climate
based on respect, positivity,
inclusivity, and teamwork.
• Diversify funding streams.
To support our work and
increase organizational
resilience, we will develop,
cultivate, and steward diverse
funding streams, including
major and planned giving,
annual giving, stewardship
and relationship building,
grant writing, and missionrelated revenue-generating
activities.
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Essential Conditions

F

or more than 85 years, the Arboretum has strengthened connections between people and the natural world, serving as a
model for how best to restore and manage natural communities. We identified five essential conditions for us to serve the
mission and ensure the work leads to engaged communities fostering
healthy and diverse landscapes. These conditions result from on-site
staff work as well as collaborations with UW–Madison colleagues;
local, state, national, and global communities; and other organizations
and individuals.

The essential conditions include:
• A growing diverse network of informed, inspired community members who advocate for, benefit from, contribute to, and
extend the Arboretum’s work
• Arboretum places and management practices that serve
as models and testing grounds for conserving, restoring, and
caring for land
• Science-based knowledge and expertise in ecological restoration, conservation, land management, and social sciences,
developed through Arboretum, University, and community
collaborations
• Highly qualified collaborative staff working in an inclusive
culture that values responsive, reflective practice, and personal and
organizational development
• Reliable funding and other resources sufficient to promote
the Arboretum mission and strategically support staff and program
capacity

Photos, left: Robert Jaeger; above: Molly Fifeld Murray
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A growing diverse network of informed,
inspired community members who advocate
for, benefit from, contribute to, and extend
the Arboretum’s work
The Arboretum was dedicated in 1934 in response to the Dust Bowl
and disappearing habitats. From 1935 to 1941, more than 200 men
from the Civilian Conservation Corps worked to realize a vision of
restoring wild areas championed by Ted Sperry, Norman Fassett, and
Aldo Leopold.
Today we know a lot more about restoration, but the challenges
continue and include habitat destruction, increasing urbanization,
invasive species, stormwater runoff, and climate change. And we do
not have 200 men living and working here year-round. But we do have
a lot of people who love and care about the Arboretum in many ways.
Photo: Bryce Richter/UW–Madison

I have hiked, biked and run
through the Arboretum for
over 30 years and love every
second I can spend in this
natural wonderland. . . . Plan a
beautiful walk through its lush
forests, wetlands and prairies.
You will not be disappointed.
—Trip Advisor review,
September 2019

Each year, hundreds of volunteers lend their muscles and minds to
Arboretum land care, education, and research. Collaborators and advocates include Friends of the Arboretum, the Arboretum Committee,
and the Board of Visitors, who together contribute valuable support,
leadership, and professional and academic expertise. We convene
formal and informal learning collaborations with networks of restorationists, land managers, citizen scientists, naturalists, watershed
protectors, and environmental educators.
Students of all ages learn at the Arboretum through class visits; as
volunteers, employees, and tour participants; and through community
service and service-learning projects. We provide hands-on nature
programs for preK–12 students and higher education learning opportunities for undergraduate students through post-doctoral researchers.
Community members learn about the Arboretum through volunteer
work, service projects, talks, tours, workshops, or simply by exploring
the Visitor Center and grounds.
The Arboretum is a place of peace and respite in an unpredictable
world. Every year, hundreds of thousands of visitors enjoy the flowering trees and shrubs of Longenecker Horticultural Gardens, the
abundant biodiversity of the Wisconsin Native Plant Garden, and the
splendor of restored ecosystems representing native Wisconsin landscapes. Even more visitors enjoy miles of trails for hiking, running,
snowshoeing, and skiing.
Through initiatives, programs, and formal and informal networks, we
strive to connect with people who visit, support, study, and appreciate
the Arboretum. This diverse network of community members offers
expertise, financial support, physical labor, and strategic direction. In
turn, we provide a place where people learn that “community” includes
the plants, animals, soils, and water around them, and they become
inspired to care for the land here and wherever they may live and visit.
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Photos, top: Heidi Neidhart; bottom: Marian Farrior
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Arboretum places and management
practices that serve as models and testing
grounds for conserving, restoring, and
caring for land
Our impact is heightened through the healthy and diverse Arboretum
lands we manage—1,200 acres in Madison and another 500 acres at 11
properties around Wisconsin. The land inspires communities to notice,
learn about, enjoy, and protect Wisconsin’s prairies, savannas, woodlands, and wetlands. We provide public access to remnant vegetation
areas and active restorations. The Wisconsin Native Plant Garden and
Longenecker Horticultural Gardens inform and inspire visitors who
learn to incorporate native plants into their own yards, care for hardy
woody species and Wisconsin native plants at larger scales, and like to
experience lovely settings. We support collaborations, teaching, and
applied field research to refine, demonstrate, and promote effective
land care.
Arboretum land care methods and results, long-term data collection,
and ongoing research projects conducted by staff and other scientists
all inform conservation and restoration in urban and suburban environments as well as larger landscapes. The land management practices
are sound, science-based, and continuously improved. These practices,
and the research that informs them, are widely shared with the public,
research communities, and restoration professionals through communications, outreach, and volunteer opportunities.
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Photos, opposite and above: Robert Jaeger

In the 56 years since the Jackson Oak was dedicated, things are wholly changed at the west tip of
Curtis Prairie. Where in 1963 stood the single old oak, now there are ten-plus youthful oaks. The
change has . . . occurred under master plan management practices that include periodic burns and
under the Arb’s mission of restoring natural communities.
—Tom Jackson, son of Colonel Joseph W. “Bud” Jackson. The Jackson Oak was dedicated in honor of
Colonel Jackson in 1963.
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Science-based knowledge and expertise in
ecological restoration, conservation, land
management, and social sciences, developed
through Arboretum, University, and
community collaborations

As part of a class project in
horticulture I had to collect
the blooming times in the
lilac collection over a couple
of years—good information if
you are studying global warming. [And now], citizen science
is a perfect way to attract
new visitors to the Arboretum,
while connecting them firsthand with all the threats
facing our planet.
—Margarete Henry, Arboretum
Board of Visitors member

Arboretum impact is amplified through our broad and deep commitment to developing, honoring, utilizing, and communicating sound
science in all work areas. We value open inquiry, rigorous investigation, discussion, and debate to achieve deeper understanding. This
foundation benefits and strengthens our projects, our colleagues, and
the diverse audiences we serve. To advance restoration, conservation,
and land management, we participate in robust and respectful collaborations with land care professionals and researchers at the Arboretum
and beyond. To promote effective education and community learning,
we reach out to educators, parents, scientists, citizen scientists, and
others to build strong partnerships and programs.
The Arboretum provides important resources to researchers seeking
to understand ecological systems, biological processes, management
tools, and social influences that support healthy and diverse landscapes. These resources include the land itself, our facilities, our
connection to the UW–Madison, the individuals and organizations
that visit and support us, and the expertise and activities of our highly
qualified staff. In sum, these resources allow us to develop and share
reliable, tested, and valid knowledge, practices, and skills.

Photos, above and opposite: Heidi Neidhart
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Highly qualified collaborative staff
working in an inclusive culture that
values responsive, reflective practice and
personal and organizational development
I have learned many things
from watching the loving care
that the land receives here
from the Arboretum gardeners
and field crews and volunteers.
I have learned by watching
that it is not easy to protect
that land and to guarantee
that it will be here for generations to come without some
very hard work and tested
professional caretaking skills.
I no longer take any part of
the Earth for granted, even
the marshes and the swamps,
and the Arb and the good folks
who work here make it perfectly clear to me and reinforce
the vision that land does not
belong to us, that we belong to
the land, even the marshes and
the swamps.

The UW Arboretum strives to recruit, retain, and develop the highest
quality staff. From scientists and educators to the people who care
for the land, gardens, and facilities, we aim to build a world-class
team that works together to serve our mission and achieve lasting
impact. The value we place on our staff is exemplified in human
resources practices and professional development, and it is backed by
a track record of staff winning prestigious awards for their significant
contributions.
Staff emphasize collaboration. We learn from each other’s work during
monthly staff meetings and in standing committees where we strive
for and value diverse viewpoints. Most important, we work best when
we work together to achieve common goals, share ideas and skills with
others, and support and encourage each other in daily work.
We strive to create an inclusive culture where differences are valued
and contrasting perspectives are encouraged. We measure success at
the individual, program, and organizational levels. We reflect on our
work and value feedback from teammates and stakeholders. We are
committed to soliciting feedback through program evaluations as well
as the community surveys and focus groups that informed the development of this strategic plan.

—Frank Court, Arboretum
volunteer, former Friends of
the Arboretum board member

Photo: Jeff Miller/UW–Madison
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Reliable funding and other resources
sufficient to promote the Arboretum
mission and support strategic staff and
programmatic capacity
A majority of Arboretum support comes through individual
contributions, grants, and state funding. The long-term financial
health of the Arboretum depends on our ability to maintain and
increase a diverse portfolio of funding streams.
We focus on growth opportunities. This includes investing in
development, working closely with Friends of the Arboretum,
and encouraging staff to apply for mission-related grants. While
we work to maintain and generate revenue, we strive to keep
most programming free to the public. This means that free programming must be supported through donations, grants, or extra
revenue from income-generating programs.

We are dedicated to providing
opportunities for donors to
support mission-related
programs that are important
to them, from land care to
environmental education to
ecological research.
—Erica Lee, Arboretum
development director

We are dedicated to providing opportunities for donors to support mission-related programs that are important to them, from
land care to environmental education to ecological research. In
turn, we take seriously our responsibility to use these donations
wisely. Contributions to the Arboretum are administered by the
University of Wisconsin Foundation, the official fundraising and
gift-receiving organization for the UW–Madison.

Photo: Jennifer Mitchell
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Core Strategies

W

e employ core strategies in all of our work, which allows
us to create and sustain conditions essential to realizing
our desired impact: engaged communities fostering
healthy and diverse landscapes.

• Prioritize pressing issues of ecological systems, land care,
restoration, and environmental education to reflect the
reality of our changing world.

• Use innovative and adaptive science-based approaches to
ecological restoration, land management, ecological monitoring,
educational programming, and communication.
• Create and support engagement opportunities to include a
diversity of people.
• Design, implement, evaluate, and revise projects, programs, and approaches iteratively to extend our reach and
improve effectiveness.
• Consistently communicate goals and work with staff, partners, stakeholders, other UW–Madison units, and the public.
• Support an inclusive culture of personal learning, growth, and
organizational development that serves our mission, UW–Madison,
and the Wisconsin Idea.

I designed the Wisconsin Native Plant Garden, in 1997–98, and
I have been able to observe it from the time of its planting in
2002–03 up to the present time. I particularly valued the opportunity to create “vignettes” of a number of southern Wisconsin
natural plant communities as small-scale demonstrations which
might be emulated (if in a simplified way) by homeowners. I also
value the fact that these vignettes of natural plant communities
provide a teaching opportunity for some 5,000 school children
who visit every year, and I appreciate being able to use the NPG
to show UW–Madison landscape architecture students a designed
landscape which has the “essence” of native plant communities.
—Darrel Morrison, landscape architect

Photo: Robert Jaeger
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Priority Programs

W

e have developed cross-cutting program priorities that
reflect the Arboretum’s long history, current conditions,
and commitment to ensuring that we will create and
support engaged communities fostering healthy and
diverse landscapes well into the future. These priorities are addressed
through strategic initiatives to be carried out by staff and volunteers.
#1 Restore and conserve Arboretum land
#2 Foster lifelong learning about the environment
#3 Conduct and support applied ecological research
#4 Engage volunteers wisely in research, education, land care, and
operational support roles
#5 Convene learning hubs for professionals, building connections
with campus and other resources
#6 Provide a welcoming and informative visitor experience
#7 Engage diverse audiences
#8 Provide a supportive work environment for all staff
#9 Diversify funding streams

We will implement these priority programs, and all of our work, with
attention to five underlying themes that inform everything we do:
• Organizational sustainability
• Organizational excellence, including open internal communication
• Effective communication with our partners and the public
• A focus on cross-unit programming whenever possible
• Equity, inclusion, diversity, and accessibility

Photos, left: Jeff Miller/UW–Madison; above: Heidi Neidhart
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Priority program #1:
Restore and conserve Arboretum land

We use innovative, adaptive, science-based approaches to restore
and conserve Arboretum-managed land. Through collaborations with
colleagues at UW–Madison and in the broader community, we build
and support an informed, inspired, and diverse stewardship network.
We manage 1,700 acres of remnant and restored land; 1,200 acres in
Madison and 500 acres throughout the state. Our management practices serve as models and testing grounds for conserving, restoring,
and caring for land in urban, agricultural, and less disturbed settings.

Photo: Bryce Richter/UW–Madison

Serving the Wisconsin Idea, we share restoration and conservation
accomplishments to influence land care beyond Arboretum boundaries.
Examples of the legacy, significance, and commitment to conservation
and restoration include Curtis Prairie (the first prairie restoration
in the world), seven outlying properties that are listed as Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources State Natural Areas, habitat for
endangered and threatened species, an accredited American Conifer
Society reference garden, and esteemed collections of lilacs, magnolias,
and crabapples.
Our restoration and conservation priorities reflect the realities of a
dynamic and changing world. We promote environmental stewardship
and strive to mitigate the impacts of stormwater, invasive species, and
climate change.
KEY RESTORATION AND LAND CONSERVATION INITIATIVES
• Design and update land care plans that guide conservation and
restoration work on Arboretum-managed land.
• Implement and expand effective invasive species management,
seed harvesting, seed sowing, and prescribed fire programs at core
and outlying properties.
• Sustain and advance scientific study and management of horticultural tree and shrub collections to keep them current, relevant,
and inspiring.
• Manage and enhance the Wisconsin Native Plant Garden as a
demonstration garden, an introduction to ecological restoration, a
learning environment, and pollinator habitat.
• Monitor all Arboretum-managed lands, including core and outlying properties, to understand and mitigate negative effects of
stormwater runoff, human visitation, climate change, and invasive
species. Assess the status of rare, flagship, and indicator species.
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• Communicate effectively about land management plans and
activities, volunteer opportunities, urban impacts, and ecosystem
services provided by Arboretum-managed land.
• Collaborate with local Indigenous communities and UW–Madison
Facilities, Planning, and Management to ensure that management
practices on culturally important sites are conducted appropriately.
• Provide training opportunities, internships, and other programs
for future restoration professionals, and work to ensure that these
programs attract and serve diverse audiences.
Additional resources needed to effectively support efforts to restore
and conserve Arboretum-managed land include:
• Tools and equipment to support land management, including new
equipment as well as equipment upgrades
• Facility improvements to house land care staff, equipment, and
seed processing

Photo: Robert Jaeger
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I am so grateful to have this very special place to explore
and appreciate all great work done by those who work for
and with the Arboretum!
—Respondent to 2018 visitor survey

Photo: Bryce Richter/UW–Madison

Priority program #2:
Foster lifelong learning about the
environment

To reach diverse audiences of all ages, we create and support innovative science-based educational programming for visitors, volunteers,
and professionals. We design environmental education programs to
address the realities of diverse communities and a changing world,
implement these programs, and evaluate them continually to improve
their effectiveness. Arboretum programs are offered both on- and
off-site and include many free learning opportunities. People learn
from the programs and carry that knowledge beyond the Arboretum
to engage broader communities in conservation and environmental
action.
KEY LIFELONG LEARNING INITIATIVES
• Cultivate ecological knowledge and literacy that target broad audiences through lectures, presentations, and other events, both at the
Arboretum and other venues.
Photo: Susan Day

I was a visitor for many
years, then I became a
volunteer, then a master
naturalist trained onsite. . . .
The education, experience,
and staff have shifted my life
and understanding of conservation and the impact of being
a volunteer for something that
I value at a place I love dearly
in this world. Thank you.
—Respondent to 2018 visitor
survey
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• Support undergraduate and graduate student training and experience through research fellowships, research permits for projects
on Arboretum-managed land, an annual research symposium,
employment opportunities, service learning, tours, and classes.
• Promote engagement and learning through citizen science for all
ages, including Arboretum and other organizations’ citizen science
programs.
• Incorporate inquiry-based and experiential teaching techniques
in all programs. For K–12 learners, align teaching with Next
Generation Science Standards.
• Develop exhibits, materials, activities, and signage that share
Arboretum stories, including research results, energy-saving features of the Visitor Center, flora and fauna, and the unique history.
• Offer programs that are accessible, meaningful, and responsive to
diverse audiences and communities, including people with disabilities, and that address important social as well as environmental
issues.

Additional resources needed to effectively support our efforts to foster
lifelong learning about the environment include:
• Design expertise for exhibits, signs, and building space, and
resources to engage outside expertise when needed
• Expertise in creating accessible programs and sites, such as
captioning for presentations, upgraded wheelchair accessibility
• Transportation options that provide access for visitors without
personal vehicles
• Tools and processes that support effective communication with
audiences
• Additional indoor and outdoor space for holding classes and meetings, and storage space for citizen science equipment

Photo: Jeff Miller/UW–Madison
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Priority program #3:
Conduct and support applied ecological
research

We prioritize research that can be applied to the understanding, restoration, and management of ecological systems, and to innovative and
effective environmental education. With this knowledge we can manage land and programming more effectively and serve as a model and
testing ground for innovative approaches that will inform and inspire
community members in their own land management and environmental education efforts. We use a variety of research approaches and
engage research partners from academic and other organizations.
KEY RESEARCH INITIATIVES
Photo: Heidi Neidhart

Citizen Science helps fulfill all cornerstones of the
Arboretum mission. People
who engage in citizen science
at the Arboretum learn about
the process of science and the
natural world, and with that
knowledge comes the impetus
to work to preserve natural
systems. We are learning how
the land supports natural
diversity, and how we can do
better.
—Karen Oberhauser,
Arboretum director

• Conduct and support research—including in the social sciences—
and monitoring that can be applied to sound land conservation and
management practices and techniques.
• Build and support research partnerships with Arboretum
units, practitioners, citizen scientists, and researchers from
UW–Madison and other institutions.
• Maintain accurate historical and current records on Arboretum
research through a user-friendly permitting process and long-term
data curation.
• Support graduate student research through fellowships and integration with Arboretum and campus activities.
• Ensure that research conducted at the Arboretum by both staff
and other researchers includes topics with broad demographic and
geographic relevance.
• Inform Arboretum staff, the scientific community, and the public
about ongoing results from research projects in varied formats,
including peer-reviewed publications, research reports, exhibits,
and digital communications.
• Serve as a center for engagement in citizen science.
• Diversify research funding streams to include grants, fees for services (such as equipment and space rental), and other sources.
Additional resources needed to effectively support efforts to conduct
and support ecological research include:
• Space for research, including updated storage and workspace for
Arboretum and outside researchers
• Increased staff capacity in data analysis and research technology
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Photo: Susan Day
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Priority program #4:
Engage volunteers wisely in research,
education, land care, and operational
support roles
Volunteers are key to Arboretum work across all mission areas. We
clearly communicate the goals and outcomes of their work and
strive to provide diverse volunteer opportunities for people from all
backgrounds. Volunteers gain knowledge and expertise and become
advocates for the Arboretum and land conservation. Because of their
work, we can more effectively serve as a model for land conservation.
KEY VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES

Photo: Jeanne Scherer

• Support and further develop inclusive opportunities to meaningfully engage a diverse volunteer corps in the mission areas of
outreach and education, land care, and research, including citizen
science.
• Ensure compliance with best practices for working with volunteers
of all age groups.

The facility is staffed by
knowledgeable volunteers
willing to share their wealth
of knowledge about the
grounds.
—Yelp review, April 2019

• Develop effective volunteer instruction and other educational support, including written materials, online and in-person trainings,
and ongoing professional development.
• Equip staff and volunteers with knowledge and skills to foster a
welcoming environment for all employees, volunteers, visitors,
students, and researchers through sustained attention to equity,
diversity, and inclusion.
• Provide frequent feedback to staff, volunteers, and the public on
the outcomes of individual and collective volunteer efforts, including in an annual report of volunteer activities.
• Maintain a public and frequently updated compendium of volunteer opportunities, with clear descriptions of activities and required
skills or abilities.
• Develop equipment-lending options that would be available when
Arboretum staff are not on-site.
• Ensure that staff are able to balance training and volunteer management with other work.
Resources needed to effectively engage volunteers include:
• Shared database and contact list that supports effective volunteer
recruitment and communication
• Storage space accessible to volunteers when the Visitor Center is
not open
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Priority program #5:
Convene learning hubs for professionals,
building connections with campus and
other resources
The Arboretum mission and work bridge research and practice. We
convene and host professional groups in areas such as land care,
environmental education, and citizen science. These forums inform
communication, engagement, program design, and inclusive learning. The results of these collaborations include professional growth
within expanding networks of conservation, restoration, and education
professionals; increased Arboretum capacity to serve professional
communities and partner organizations; and advanced science-based
knowledge in all mission areas.
KEY CONVENING LEARNING HUBS INITIATIVES
• Plan and host professional meetings, panels, field trips, workshops,
conferences, lectures, and networking meetings for leaders in the
fields in which we work.
• Sustain and strengthen existing collaborations, including those
with restoration managers, educators, the Wisconsin Master
Naturalist program, citizen science projects, Nature Net, Dane
County Land and Water Resources, Indigenous communities, communities of color, and other campus and community partnerships.
• Identify and develop new collaborations with partner organizations
and institutions.
• Explore and create programs that facilitate Arboretum staff serving in advisory or consulting roles, generating revenue for the
Arboretum while sharing expertise with peer organizations.
• Prioritize goals and topics for learning hubs, and balance convening roles with other work.
Resources needed to effectively convene learning hubs include:
• Space for event hosting
• Staff training to lead learning hub sessions, and resources to enlist
outside facilitators when appropriate
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The Arboretum staff has
the experience and drive to
facilitate connections and
discussions about restoration
topics. I’ve seen them involve
practitioners from a variety of
organizations in discussions
on how to address issues and
come up with potential solutions. The sessions I’ve been
a part of have increased my
understanding and given me
pieces of knowledge I can take
home.
—Jared Urban, Wisconsin
Department of Natural
Resources
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Priority program #6:
Provide a welcoming and informative visitor
experience

Visitors enjoy the Arboretum in many ways: attending and participating in programming, using the road and trails for exercise and
recreation, seeking quiet and renewal in nature. We strive to provide a
welcoming environment for all through engaging communications and
innovative programming. We educate visitors through clear signage
that informs them about the land and Arboretum work and promotes
safety and a sense of belonging for all visitors. By doing so, we are
building a network of informed, inspired, and diverse audiences who
engage in science-based conservation and share their passion with
others. We also provide a welcoming and peaceful respite that creates
and sustains connections between humans and the land.
Photo: Jeff Miller/UW–Madison

Absolutely the most peaceful
and beautiful place in Madison.
—Yelp review,
September 2019

KEY VISITOR EXPERIENCE INITIATIVES
• Improve outdoor wayfinding and communication for visitors with
diverse interests, needs, and backgrounds, such as updating directional and interpretive signage and maps, refining interactions with
staff and volunteers, providing trail closure notices, and developing
multilingual materials.
• Create and host appealing and effective educational exhibits,
tours, and classes that address the interests and needs of diverse
audiences.
• Develop opportunities to engage visitors with appealing on-site
initiatives, such as interactive projects, iNaturalist surveys, and
open houses.
• Improve historically significant landscapes, restorations, and garden areas, including the corridor from Wingra Oak Savanna to the
viburnum collection, the Longenecker Horticultural Gardens shrub
trial area, and the southeast section of Longenecker Horticultural
Gardens.
• Maintain and enhance trails, boardwalks, and service lanes, and
ensure safety on the trails and grounds through trail design, erosion control, snow clearing, and timely removal of hazardous trees.
• Ensure that the grounds are attractive, safe, and well-maintained
year-round.
• Improve public restroom availability and access.
• Create more indoor and outdoor family-friendly spaces.
• Improve trail accessibility for individuals with limited mobility and
stamina.
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Additional resources needed to effectively improve the visitor experience include:
• Vehicles, equipment, and funding for outside help when needed to
maintain trails, service roads, and boardwalks
• Additional facility space for engaging visitors, and year-round
public restroom availability and access when the Visitor Center is
closed

What an awesome treat,
especially considering it’s
free and open to the public.
A colorful escape in the middle
of Madison. You could spend
several hours just taking
pictures and admiring all the
vibrant plants you see here.
—Yelp review, May 2019

Photo: Robert Jaeger
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Priority program #7:
Engage diverse audiences

Photo: Susan Day

We are committed to embracing social equity and intentional inclusivity as fundamental parts of everything we do, and to fostering
connections to the land among diverse audiences. This commitment
includes understanding differing worldviews and belief systems. For
example, the lands that are now part of the Arboretum have deep
historical, ecological, and cultural significance to Indigenous Peoples
of Wisconsin, and they are also a significant part of the history of the
modern environmental movement reflected in Aldo Leopold’s land
ethic. It is important that our communication, educational activities,
and land care practices reflect the significance of the land to many
groups. Our commitment to engaging diverse audiences is reflected
by our equity and diversity team, which promotes staff initiatives
designed to address this important area of focus.
KEY AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES

Most of all I value the
Arboretum as a place to
recreate, to enjoy being
outdoors in a beautiful
setting, to learn about this
world about us.
—Respondent to 2018 visitor
survey

• Engage audiences of all ages: younger audiences through nature
camps, after school programs, and community events; and elder
audiences through presentations and specialized tours.
• Provide information about trail and building accessibility, improving access where possible.
• Create and conduct inclusive and creative environmental education
programs that appeal to traditionally underserved and underrepresented groups.
• Expand an enduring concept of the land ethic through conversations and collaborations with diverse communities, leading to
conservation projects and actions.
• Expand collaborations with First Nations groups, including the
Indigenous Research Garden installation and maintenance, mound
information and maintenance, Native Nations education and outreach groups, and Indigenous perspectives of Arboretum history.
Additional resources needed to effectively improve the visitor experience include:
• Cultural responsiveness and sensitivity training to increase
Arboretum staff’s cultural literacy and inclusive practices
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Priority program #8:
Provide a supportive work environment
for all staff

The Arboretum has 25 to 27 full- and part-time permanent employees, as well as seasonally fluctuating numbers of limited-term and
student employees. These individuals represent an extraordinary
resource, with broad expertise and experience. We are committed to
supporting staff through professional development and a healthy work
environment that supports inclusivity, professional excellence, and job
satisfaction. This support includes effective and consistent communication about Arboretum priorities and strategies, work by our wellness
committee, and a commitment to fostering meaningful work that
recognizes each individual’s skills and knowledge.
KEY WORK ENVIRONMENT INITIATIVES
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• Promote a work environment based on respect, positivity, inclusion, teamwork, and personal well-being.
• Encourage development of career-related skills for all staff through
organizational support for professional development, trainings,
mentorship, and other opportunities.
• Foster effective internal communication through transparent
decision-making processes and designated time for unit and crossunit project planning and prioritizing.
• Support staff needs to balance priority initiatives with other work,
and facilitate effective time management through deliberate project
prioritization.
• Provide ongoing performance evaluations and constructive feedback to staff so excellent performance can be recognized and
leveraged.
• Ensure that hiring practices reflect our commitment to creating a
more diverse staff.
• Equip staff with knowledge and skills to foster a welcoming environment for all employees, volunteers, visitors, students, and
researchers through sustained attention to equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility.

Just as gardens and restored
prairies require regular tending and care, it takes care and
attention to foster and maintain a welcoming, respectful,
inclusive workplace. Our
internal efforts are complemented by our work to make
sure the Arboretum is welcoming, respectful, and inclusive
for all community members
who visit, study, conduct
research, and participate in
programs.
—Judy Kingsbury, Arboretum
volunteer coordinator

Resources needed to effectively provide a supportive work
environment:
• Competitive compensation and opportunities for advancement to
aid in recruiting, rewarding, and retaining high-performing staff
• Workspaces that encourage productivity and collaboration
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Priority program #9:
Diversify funding streams

Photo: Bryce Richter/UW–Madison

The Arboretum strives to maintain a diverse pool of funding
streams, including contributions to Arboretum accounts held by
the UW Foundation, State of Wisconsin support provided through
UW–Madison and the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and
Graduate Education, grants, and program revenue. Our development
team works on individual major restricted and unrestricted contributions, annual giving support via Friends of the Arboretum, and a
continued effort to increase our number of planned giving donors.
Arboretum units seek and apply for project-specific grants, and we
generate revenue from classes and workshops, room rentals and other
space rentals such as weddings, and our bookstore. We aim to keep as
much programming as possible free to the public, which means that
other funding streams must support them.
KEY INITIATIVES TO DIVERSIFY FUNDING
• Meet the philanthropic goals of donors who wish to support
general operating expenses, restricted programs, or unit-specific
projects.
• Increase donations through major and planned giving programs by
increasing the visibility of these opportunities.
• Generate annual support to programs and projects through the
Friends of the Arboretum.
• Promote donor-centered practices with timely acknowledgment
letters, personal attention to first-time donors, and relationshipbuilding with major donors and planned givers.
• Nurture a close working relationship with the Friends of the
Arboretum board.
• Encourage grant-writing by all Arboretum units to support missionrelated priority programs.
• Expand capacity for revenue generation through product sales,
product development, space rental, public talks by Arboretum staff,
and Arboretum-sponsored events.
• Engage all units and appropriate volunteers in fundraising
initiatives.
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Additional resources needed to effectively diversity funding streams
include:
• Annual report that summarizes fundraising success and strategies,
celebrates Arboretum initiatives, and recognizes key donors
• Increased capacity in development unit to keep pace with development needs

Photo: Bryce Richter/UW–Madison
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Appendix #1:
Focus group themes and participants

A key part of the strategic planning process was soliciting input from
diverse Arboretum stakeholder groups. We invited individuals from
three key groups to participate in focus group meetings: 1) people
who weren’t regular staff but were involved with the Arboretum in
various ways (Friends of the Arboretum, members of the Arboretum
Committee and Board of Visitors, volunteers, naturalists and other
limited-term employees, and student workers); 2) members of the
broader community (program participants, Arboretum neighbors,
individuals representing NGOs with related missions, people involved
in green industries, and government employees representing the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, the City of Madison, and
Dane County); and 3) UW–Madison employees (faculty and researchers, and staff from affiliated programs, including the Lakeshore Nature
Preserve). During our three focus group meetings, these themes
emerged:
• The Arboretum is a unique organization and place that provides
opportunities for UW–Madison researchers and practitioners to
connect and offer mutual benefit. We should strive to build bridges
between researchers and practitioners to address important and
timely questions, providing translation for and communication
about the associations between researchers’ and practitioners’
questions.
• The Arboretum invites people into natural habitats and provides
environmental education opportunities to audiences of all ages,
and it is a place to build environmental literacy and learn about
real-world conservation issues. We should strive to deeply engage
more diverse audiences in our programs, including UW–Madison
students, people of color, people with disabilities who have less
access to trails, and seniors.
• The Arboretum must continuously balance its role as a living
research laboratory with its role as a natural community resource.
While the breadth and impact of research at the Arboretum is
notable, the community may see the Arboretum as an inwardfocused academic unit. Thus, we should strive for clear, consistent,
and engaging communication of the mission and purpose of the
Arboretum, and work to provide amenities to attract broad audiences. We are a destination for locals and tourists, a place of beauty
and refuge, and an iconic Madison landmark with history, legacy,
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and name recognition. These strengths should be nurtured and
celebrated.
• The Arboretum has the opportunity to consider its impact as an
international model for restoration, conservation, and recreation in
an urban area that involves and serves the community by: managing natural areas in an urban setting, including varied ecosystem
types, horticultural collections, and native plant gardens; applying
restoration ecology research and sharing it with others; and using
restoration best practices to create, manage, and care for resilient
landscapes located amidst human-built environments. In sum, we
should strive to advance Leopold’s land ethic and foster people’s
connections with the land.
• Key stakeholders are willing to contribute to the Arboretum
through their professional expertise, partnerships, collaborations,
and community relationships. Their contributions can include
interactive stewardship and communicating the “why” of what we
do, building bridges between researchers and practitioners, and
helping us engage communities unfamiliar with the Arboretum.
PARTICIPANTS
We thank the following individuals who participated in our focus
groups in summer 2018:
Diane Dempsey
Sam Dennis
Amy Jo Dusick
Laurie Elwell
Greg Fries
Eric Hamilton
Rich Henderson
Chuck Henrikson
Lars Higdon
Sara Hotchkiss
Evelyn Howell
Pat Kandziora
Kelly Kearns
Darcy Kind
Leslie Ladd
Kathy Lake

Sylvia Marek
Darrel Morrison
Mary Murrell
Betsy Parker
Marty Petillo
Kathy Poi
Matt Reetz
Kelly Schwartz
Bret Shaw
Nancy Sheehan
Janet Silbernagel
Sandy Stark
Beth Stetenfeld
Nola Walker
Noah Weeth-Feinstein
Laura Wyatt
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Appendix #2:
Visitor and community survey summary

We conducted a visitor and community survey to document existing
public views and gather public input to inform our strategic planning
process. The questions were developed collaboratively by Arboretum
staff in consultation with campus experts. The online survey was live
from August 22 to September 30, 2018. It was promoted through
Arboretum communications outlets, UW–Madison communications
outlets, and direct engagement of Arboretum groups by staff outreach.
A total of 1,648 respondents answered survey questions. They ranged
in age from 18 to 76 and older. Just over 40 percent were 40 and
younger, 40 percent were 41–65, and just over 18 percent were over 65.
Most respondents lived within about 50 miles of Madison, but some
lived in locations throughout Wisconsin and in Iowa and Illinois.
About 43 percent of respondents visit the Arboretum 1–5 times a year,
15 percent visit 6–10 times a year, and 26 percent visit 10 or more
times a year. Recreational activities top the list of things people do at
the Arboretum, with over half of the respondents saying they come
to: enjoy nature; use the trails; bike, run, or walk on the road; or visit
the gardens. Most people (about 80 percent) come into the Visitor
Center while they’re here, but their most frequent activity is to use
the restrooms and water fountains. People rated most of our visitor
amenities from good to excellent (between 3 and 4 on a scale of 1–4),
with only our interpretive signs and trail navigation ranking just below
good.
Respondents most value: having a place to enjoy nature (75 percent)
and recreate outside (52 percent); the habitat conservation work (60
percent), and the Arboretum’s historic role in ecological restoration
(38 percent).
The top suggestions for where to focus our work in the next five years
included: engaging the public in conservation through education
and outreach (56 percent), and restoring and conserving Arboretummanaged lands (48 percent). In open-ended responses, there were
suggestions to improve road safety and parking, allow people to bring
dogs, provide places for picnics, improve signage, have better restroom
access when the building is closed, expand Visitor Center hours, and
make the Arboretum more accessible.
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Our biggest take-away messages from the survey were that the community values the Arboretum not only for recreation but also for its
mission, that people love the Arboretum and want engaging opportunities to learn and enjoy, and they want to be able to use what they learn
in their own yards, communities, and workplaces. The most frequent
suggestions included improving trail navigation, providing more access
to bathrooms and drinking fountains, and improving road safety.

Photo: Jeff Miller/UW–Madison
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The UW–Madison Arboretum, dedicated in 1934, is widely
recognized as the site of historic research in ecological restoration.
It is home to some of the oldest restored ecological communities in
the world, including prairies, oak savannas, woodlands, and wetlands.
The Arboretum is also a popular destination for visitor enjoyment
and learning.
In addition to natural areas, there are two garden collections:
Longenecker Horticultural Gardens, the state’s premier collection of
ornamental trees and shrubs, and the Wisconsin Native Plant Garden,
designed to teach and demonstrate the use of native plants in home
gardens for biodiversity, habitat, beauty, and sustainability. The
Arboretum also manages 500 acres of small outlying properties around
the state.
The Arboretum offers 17 miles of walking trails and 4 miles of biking
road as well as hundreds of learning and volunteer opportunities.
The Arboretum is a research center under the Office of the Vice
Chancellor for Research and Graduate Education at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison.
In January 2021, the National Park Service designated the Arboretum
as a National Historic Landmark in recognition of its foundational
work in ecological restoration.
Visit our website to learn more about land care, research, educational
program, and volunteer and donor opportunities.
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